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Hearing Is Held
On -Disposal Of
Refuse Monday

Party Time Will
Unveil Back To
School At Cherry's

Buster Evans
IS Injured
In Accident
•

Dr. Read Will Be
41In Conference On
Physics Program

Many Get Through Cordon Of
Red Police To Freedom

Da William G. Read, head of
The Cherry's will unveil their
the Murray State College physics
fall showing of back-to-schooldepartment. will participate ia a
I Communist police on the. eastern
Sy JOSEPH B. FLEMING
the high school and col- .
national conference at the Uni— Communist po- 'bank.
BERLIN
It e girl this week with an in- •
part
latter
the
Denser
of
versity
a
lice opened fire today on three
formal get-together from 2:00 to
Aute Crashes Sorrier
, A tractor turned over pinning of August to consiiler the subject East Germans fleeing to the West.
5:00 p.m. The showing will bel
Another refugee rammed his
Undergraduate
for
"Curaicula
of
Eddie Bruce "Buster" Evans beThe Western Allied commandant, automobile throsigh a barrier and
held each afternoon with the exneath at this morning about 11:30 Majorslin Physics."
in West Berlin protested to the made it into West
ception of Thursday.
Berlin despite
sponsorbe
will
conference
The
o'clock on the State Line Road
Soviet Berlin—eimumand against a burst of East German gunfire,
Dour prizes will be given each
of
Association
American
the
by
ed
one-half mile East of Crossland.
sealing of the East-West border The refugee flight was reduced
day. High school and college girls
Evans was rushed to the Murray l'hysies -Teachers ,and the Conaid to Germans.- assa
are especially invited to ,attend
to a trickle by the constantly.
will
and
Physics,
College
on
sion
Hospital by an ambulance from
The United States, British and tightening Communist - restrictions
No protest was voiced Nat night sanitary land fill method_ The the "coke parties- each afterNathe
by
part
an
subsidized
be
the Miller Funetal Harne in Hazel.
French commandants said the on travel between East and West
at an open meeting to discuss the meeting was open to the public noon and to view the new fall
Evans. age 45, lives on Murray tional Science Foundation.
border closing, put into effect Berlin.
proposed city garbage pickup and so that they could voice their lines.
will
conference
the
to
Delegates
route five and is an employee of
Models will be 'present each day
early Sunday. was a "flagrant
This morning. the Reds anopinion on the proposal.
undergradfor
programs
consider
the State Highway Department. He
violation of four - power agree. nounced that free travel between
The meeting, which was held at to display the dresses, sportswear,
an
with
physics
in
majors
uate
was driving a highway tract.: at
East and West Berlin fur West
7- 30 last night at the city hall, and formals.
aim of better organization. The
the time the accident occurrad,
High school models are as folBerlin. Vehicular traffic was limitwas presided over -by Mayor Holmdivided
be
will
study
conference
Rev
Donald
M
ore
head
s condition is reported 3S
ed to those persons possessing spe:
.
es Ellis. He presented the propod lows
introductory
categories:
five
into
serious at the- Murray Hospital
cial , permits to cross' into F.aat
Miss Jennifer George. daughter
al to the small group present and
intermediate
where he is suffering primarily courses in physics,
Berlin.
explained generally what the an- of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde George of tRev.
role of
the
phiysicd
in
courses
from a severe head injury.
Then they further tightened this
the Martin's Chapel Road. She
— Police and
ticipated rates will be.
BERLIN 4
work, the role of reexperimental
Several questions were asked at AS a sophomore at Murray Hign
workers militia tonight dispers- restriction by issuing these ape.
search and 'independent study and
the conclusion of the hearing, School.
ed crowds of' ant t Communist cial permits to West Berliners at
special physics programs.
Miss Sandra Costello, daughter
however these were more to clarEast Berliners attempting to only three of the caya s12 border
Leading physicists and physics
Donald
Rev.
Morehead..direetor
ify the proposal than in opposition 'Of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Costello
march to the closed border be• crossings still imen.
teachers .frorn through the country
the
of
Wesley
at
MurFoundation
Except for a warning .hot fired
of Circarama Drive. She will be
7 Darwin Weatherford of Murray to it.
tween East and West Berlin,
will lecture and .direct study
ray
State
the
College
be
will
guest
The city council and the com- _a_asindaarnore at Murray_ Hash this
--College- High won find place in
Weft Berlin police and eyewit- 'Monday the gunfire was the fird
fs flOUSTrad. Tear- left -aa- Potter Reston-a- --,
at
anlitisted
ii
aTrdevalvaI
SUIPhur
since the Conununista seilei [hi'
the Jr. Showmanship Class in the mittee guiding the program were fall.nesses reported,
Dr Ityr0h E. Cohn the conferhoped today to get a better lead
border to the refugees on Sunday.
Mies Ann 11111.141-htus•ell. daugh- Springs Methodist Church August
District Jr. Datry Show held yes- in attendance
(glee director, says that the:conBell
Clara
Mrs
salffla
rapist
the
ton
He
.
preach
.eve
20-25.
Will
each
As the F:ast Germans tightened
Maurice Crass. Jr . chairman of ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Russell
terday at the Fairgrounds •in Mayference will be A unique experi- ments" governing the city.
her
and
sass
her
held
Rodenak
7:30
at
nine
o'clock.
their stranglehold on East Berlin.
field. He received a halter given the committee spearheaded the of North Seventh street. She is
ment in physics education "Be.19-day
a
on
son
young
captive
least
At
50
East
Germans
manwas
Rev.
Morehead
formerly
the
scores of anti-Communists were
blithe Ky. State Dept. of Agricul- drive to inaugurate the program. a sophomore at Murray High.
terror ride through four weatern cause of its importance we wish aged to eleadika to the West dur- reported arrested The flow af
Miss Judy Sutter, daughter of pastor of the Firs t Methodist
ture. Darwin showed a Sr. Year- Working with him on the comto congratulate your institution ing the aad some in hairbreadth refugees, which had run as high
states.
in
Church
Bruceton.
Tennessee.
.
ling Jersey heifer and received the mittee are Lester Nanney and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sutter of the
Police could get only a prelimi- on having on its staff a teacher moves.
Las 2.000 in a singletaley last week
Lynn Grove Highway. Miss Sutter .The pastor and the cungiagation
hint ribbon in this show. He is Leonard Vaughn
selected to take part in this exthe
from
Monday
statement
nary
a
to
aaand
extend
to
welcome
all
A man and wife swam to free- before the border closing
was
Mayor Ellis told the small aud- will be a junior at College High
_a member of the Murray College
23-year-old. blonde, San Mateo, periment... he said.
these
across
services.
dam
the
Britz
Canal, de- drimmed to about 50 um eluded
High 4-H Club. Other entries in ience that the program would in- this year.
Calif., housewife before she was
spite bullets fired at them by
(Continued on Pogo 4)
volve the purcha-d of a bulldozer
Miss Leah Caldwell, daughter
this show included:
put under sedation in a hospital
Moves
--- Jersey Jr. Helfer Calf Clam and three compaction type trucks. of Mr. and Mrs Cody Caldwell,
Market
after she stumbled -hysterdadly
Bureau to
Martha K e m p, Murray College The present city dump is to be Lynn Grove Highway. She will
into .a motel.
Sljghtly.
Upward
I Wee Irak art. The are lee a senior at 7:rarray High.
Hirt 4-Ha Blue ribbon. Patricia
raTter Fair Bus
Her harrowing story started with
„White. Murray College High 4-H, wouka. be used to dig. a long wide - Mad Jan Jones, daughter of Dr.
innocent advertisement to sell
an
Went
Blue ribbon. Robert Blalock, Mur- trench in the ground. AS the trucks and Mrs. Conrad Jones.
a German Shepherd puppy. Mrs.
LONDON ildt - Worries over
The local Farm Bureau office is Roderick said A lean, lanky man
ia/ College High 4-H. Blue rib- picked up garbage and reuse, they Bouldvard. Jan will be a freshmaking plans to charter a bus to knocked at her dad the morning Berlin today pushed the free marbon. Kenneth Howard. Murray would bring it to the site of .the man at Murray High this year.
Miss Patsy Sears. daughter of carry members ta the state fair in of July 27. inquired about the dog ket price of guild higher and hit
College High 4-H, Blue ribbon, new dump, where the bulldozer
of Louaville on Farm Bureau Day,
the pound .in foreign exchange
Margaret Duke. Kirksey, Red rib- would spread it out, run over it Mr. and Mrs. Homer Sears
and asked if Mrs. Roderick's Pius- market s.
with the tracks of the dozer, then Murray route four. She will be a September 12th.
bon.
band were at home.
. The gold price today was fixed
Cost for riding the bus for the
Jersey Sr. Heifer Calf Class: finally cover it with dirt. At the junior at Calloway High this fall.
-No, not right now.- she reMiss Sheryl Williams. daughter round trip will be approximately plied "Would you care to see the at $35"16taathe fine ounce which
•
Marsha Hendon, New Concord 4- end of each day all garbage would
was as of a cent above Monday's
H Clup, blue ribbon. Malcolm be covered with dirt co that no of Dr. and Mrs. Max Carman, five dollars.4.0n Farm Bureau pay dog"
for
demand
European
on
will
level.
attracted
the $I 50 admittance fee at the
South Eleventh street. Sheryl
Adams. Kirksey 4-H Club, blue flies or rats would be
WASHINGTON aret — The Navy lauted
tates could do in the
The man entered, smiled at Mrs. the metal The sterling price movThe present city dump has been be a junior at Murray High this fair grounds will also include adribbon, David Wall. Murray ColRodenck's 4 year-Id son. Bobby. ed up to 251 shillings 1 12 which has jo.ned the emergency buildup situation but. protest ‘igornusty
embarassand
a source of difficulty
mission to the rodeo and horse and patted the dog on the head.
year.
lege High, blue ribbon.
Mon- of U S armed forces with plans the Communist crackdown on East
ment for a number of yeara Each
Miss Pam Garland, daugate: of show Fifty cents of the fee will Then the housewife told authori- was two cents higher than
to keep 26 8M men on active duty West travel through the belead
aJr. Yearling class: Malcolm Adwhen
of
day.
days
on
Garland'
be applied on the day's lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Eune
for an extra six to 12 months, tiered city'
el/Its. Kirksey 4-H Club, blue rib- evening, especially
ties. the man grabbed 'her and laic
pound
the
dollar
the
Against
will
2)
Page
Pam
on
(Continued
Anyone interested in making this boy and forced them into her cr.
316 South Ninth street.
starting next month
ban.
280--taking
;
.parity
to
back
went
MurThe Air Force already has alertat
trip is asked to call the. Callonay :which he soon abandoned at a
-be a freshman this year
The announcement, part of PresJersey Sr. Yearling Class: Mike
County Farm Bureau office as soon parking lot. The abductor then a fall of in of a cent compared ident Kennedy's military strength- ed reserves for rxissible call-up
ray High.
White. blue ribbon. Darwin WeatSaturn
with Monday night's closing qua ening spurred by Soviet, threats to next month. and the Amy is
Representing the college age as possible.
herford, blue ribbon. Billy Henstole another ear.
tation The pound also turned Berlin. came Monday as the Berlin 'llarriedly bringing three home.
will be Miss Sammye Wiiksrson
don, red ribbon, Malcalm Adams,
Mrs Roderick told police dhat acaker against most leading F
based divisions to combat readiof 1203 Vine street. She is the
red ribbon. 'for 19 days the man drove east- ropean currencies with much of situation grew more tense hourly_
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (11Pli daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
,ap iness for possible shipment to Euisot,o
na,rn West idipzinnaetics itedvonmeerrrst nwitthe ,
There were three entries in the
ward through California. Arizona, the
coming
at
rope.
on
Jr. Holstein Class from Calloway — America's 50-ton Saturn rocket Wilkerson and will be a }Palo/
New Mexico and into Texas She Germany.
!Lon, hut high administration sourCounty reeeived blue ribbons. booster, which carries this coun- Murray State this fall.
said she was raped repeatedly. but
Begins Next Month
moon,
Miss Carole Outland, a
'ces said there was nothing the
could not escape because she fearThey were shown by Glen and try's hopes af reaching the
also
Will
slow
today.
boat
by
here
State.
arrives
, Navy officials said the extendmore at Murray
Kant • McCuiston. New Concord
BENTON. Ky. fun — There ed for her son
The Saturn booster has been model the college age schooi wear.
ed tours. to go into effect Sept 1,
471-1 Club. There was a total of
-When he left the car, he aould
won't be as much grass for the
)ourPurMrs.
2.200-mile
its
on
of
proceediag
would- apply to, 2.4000 enlisted
She is the daughter
so animals in the 4-H divisior
janitor of the Marshall County take Bobby with him," she said.
pace,
10th.
slow
a
North
at
barge,
by
ney
113
of
men and 2,800 officers of the rank
dom Outland
fro m Calloway. Marshall. McCourthouse to cut next sear, for -Ile Would tell nie if I wanted
from
shipped
was
It
days.
10
for
of lieutenant commander or 1(5wstreet.
Cracken, Fulton, Carlisle. Graves
the yard is being whittled down Bobby back that I would have to
Missistha
the
down
at
and
Ala.,
Ward
served
Huntsville.
Jack
Mrs.
be
Mr. ant
Cokes will
and Hickman counties. Thene was
Snaps varying frian four to 20 sit in the car. I sat in the car."
the Cape showings. The complete line of
In September: the Navy estiMonday morning, Mrs. Roderick sons, Mike and Mitch, left 'Murray
a total .4 16 4-H animals from sippi and finally neared
are being cut from the courtFuneral services for Prentice
and the fall school clothes will ne on dis- feet
Mexico
of
vacation
Gulf
the
via
Calloway County.
house lawn to ,widen the streets. stumbled into a Houston motel. Monde) morning .(or a
Scott will be held at the Max mated. about 80 officers and I Mrs.
intend
and
They
Atlantic Ocean
Mountains.
Mr.
to
play. according
The dirt already is being removed She was barefooted and hysteri- in . Smoky
( hurchill Chapel Wednesday aft - SOO men whose tours would have
Only a short haul by truck re- Oliver Cherry, owners
the week.
'he firm.
and contracts for the constriction cal. Both she and Bobby were ex- to return by the end of
ernoon at 2 o'clock The service ended will be extended for six
Winners Named
work,
other
mained to take the 85-foot rocket
his
to
addition
In
of the pavement will be let by hausted.
wall be conducted by Bro. Lloyd months to a year. while in Ocengaged
from an unloading platform at
currently
is
Ward
cried.
Mr.
"Call the police," she
the state Department of Highways
Wilson. Burial will be in the Bar- I tither 400' officers and 2./100 men
Corvette Lanes
building
on
Eau Gallic, 15 mites south of here
large
a
erecting
in
probably will be affected
-Please, please, call the police."
Friday
nett Cemetery.
on the Banana River, to Pad 34
The Hut.
i Saott age toa died of a heart atThe courthouse, in keeping with She said her abductor began drink- the lot adjoining
Winners in the Corvette Bowl- at the Atlantic missile firing range
From October to next June.
Murray
enter
will
Ward
Mrs
back
a
customs of bygone days, is located ing and passed out on
hack while enroute to the Lourdes the Nays' said. about 91:1 per cent
ing Lanes scratch bowling for
,
The booster and a dummy upState again this fall.
country. road near Houston.
In the center of town
____Illopsital in Paducah yesterday of the officers and 30 per cent of
last week were - announced today.
per stage that a ill be tested here
was 3 member of the Poplar the men who would have com• James Neal of A)mo won for l ter this year were manufactured
Mr. and Mrs Prentice Dunn and
Sprina Baptist Church
the men with a score of /58. Ile at the National Aeronautics and
pleted their tours still be kept in.
Olive,
west
of
Kay
' Active pallheareres are Robert , However. the Navy said that if
received two free steak dinners Space Administration's Marshall daughter Linda
have returned from a visit with
and Clyde Rowland. John Henn there are suffident numberw of
from the hoe lung management
Space Flight Center in Huntsville. Mrs. Dunn's sister and- husband
. men and officers who volunteer
Elliott. WWI and lial alohundro
Second was G ene Campbell with
The barge, air conditioned and
Dr. and
and Junior Eldridge
257 There was a three way tie pressurized, was built at a cost in Clarksville. Tennessee.
I to stay on, the involuntary eS
Pryor.
Churchill
Funeral tensions a mild he redact'.
Max
The
of 236 for third with Billy Joe of $250000 It is (livered to pro- Mrs. Harold
the
following
Immediately
Home has charge of arrangements
thaige. Bob Wright and Ronald
tect the vehicle from the elements. Dunn's visit. the Pryors left for
where friends may call until the
Affected Most
nc, matching scores
While technicians of the Mar- Copenhagen, Denmark. Dr. and
service hour.
Winner of two free steak dinshall Space Flight Center were Mrs. Pryor are members of 3
Enlisted
men particularly afners also was Mrs Mildred Hodge building the Saturn and attaching
fected by the move included hod•
with a score for the women of its eight great engines at Hunts- Comparative Education Seminar
Vet
mates, aviation jet me200 Mrs Judy Parker was second ville. other crews have been busy group touring schools and observrepairmen. stern!
chanics, oil
With 196 and Mrs Mary Graves here building the Capear biggest ing school systems in Denmark
!nen and parachute ri sg,ers
and Germany. The Pryors will
third with 176
the
handle
to
launching platform
visit schools in Hamburg. Munich,
B. D. Nuibet, a Contact RepreIn previous preparedness m.des.
eocket
and Frankfurt. Germany. Amstersentative of the Kentucky Disabled the Defense Department put 71
for
alone
the
tower
service
The
BelgBrussels
and
Holland
'
be
dam.
Ex-Service Men's Board will,
Air National Guard and Air Force
great rocket was a - major conium.
in Murray on Augst 23 at the' Reserve units Ian alert for pol..
stniction project. It stands 310
to resume their IP
return
will
assist
to
They
Home
American Legion
sit& call-up Six wings of B-47
feet .. tall, weighs 2.800 tons and
Pryor
work. September 17th.
veterans; and their dependants bombers. totaling 270 planes. will
is delicately balanced on four
department
Win
theta/
claims.
in,
with
be kept in service instead of be:
wheels so it can he rolled hack is
ollege and Mrs.
air Nisbet will be at the home init junked
at Austin Pe .
.1.•••••1
by 0.11.4 Press 1••
front the launching site
f0r
instructor
music
is
m
until
p
m
a
3.00
9-00
Pryor
from
When it becomes operational
High School.
hree Army divisions. previousMostly with upper stages. probably in Clarksville
:Western Kentucky
devoted to training recruits,
Mrs, Pryor is the former Laruc
gunny today, high 85 to 88 Fair 1964. Saturn will be able to put
will build up to full cambal atrenof Buchanan. Tennessee.
end pleasant 'tonight, low 65 Wed- payloaik of 19,000 pounds into Vaughn
gth. A new, training center will
iisday partly cloudy and warm 300 muearth orbits or 2.500
n in September at Fora Cartith widely scattered afternoon pounds on Venus or Mars.
. Mrs N. A. Ezell of Murray re- -on, Colo and la) other training,
The rocket will be used for reand evening thundershower'.
ceived iptd sesterday of the death centers will be expanded. ,
dIamperatures at 5 a . m (EST): entry tests of unmanned Apollo
T• carry gut the Army buildup.
of her father, E J Hichie of Florplanned
laiducah 65, LettingtOra- M. Bowl- spacecraft — NASA's
REFUGEES FLIGHT SEALED OFF — The Brandenburg Gale, a Ptincisail border crossing point bethe draft call has been react
ida.
we5
College
State
Murray
a
number
after
ing Green 60, London 55. Coving- three-man space ship for earth
German
record
Police
East
by
closed
was
Berlin,
completely
West
tween East and
Wayne Ezell and Mrs Hal Ship- to 25,000 for September compared
ton 64. lloplunaville 63 and Louis- orbital and around-the-moon flights, founded by an act of the General
of nearly 3000 !emotes fled to the West faom the Communist zone Satuiday. All traffic attempting
ley are grandchildren of Mr. Richie with 13.000 in August And an 3SMars and Venus probes and soft Assembly. in 1922 and the first
ville 60.
detailed
had
who
those
to pass the border was stopped, but it was later allowed to resume slowly for
Funeral rites will be conducted I rae of about 3.300 a month earlandings on the moon with large building was erected at a cost
Evansville. Ind., 64.
hod this year.
orders from Communist authorities.
'Wednesday in Miami.
_
of $100.060
instrumented spacecraft.
Huntington, Via Wa ll°. •
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Morehead Will
'Be Revival Speaker

!Young Mother Is
; Captive 19 Days

Navy Tours Are
Frozen Today
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Arrives By Barge
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Cards Apply Brakes
Dodgers; Reds Must W

(Continued from Page 1)

there is little wind, the north
side of the city has been covered
with a pall of smelly smoke.
• The move to obtain sonic different type of garbage disposal
*stem was started by the Murray
.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEACAUS
• Rotary Club. Even before the present move, L. D. Miller white
T•okki
w
.1y FRED DOWN
10 victories. It was only the third to win his fifth game foi
T.-am
W. L. est. o
secretary of the Murray Chamber
New York
77 39 .664
•I kilted Pre.. Irlorkkelloasi
time this season that the Dodgers sota.
The St. Lnuis eardmals have
Detroit
73 42 .635 31 of Commerce. tried to get some
lois Angeles
69 41 .627
were shut out.
Ted Bowsfield pitched
applied the brakes to the Los
67 51 .568 -11 different system in effect.
Cincinnati
70 46 603 2 Baltimore
Ed Mathews hit the 362nd hom- hitter to raise his seaso
As the city has grin. however, Angeles .Dodgers' headlong dash
60 56 .511 17
San Francisco .. 60 50 .545 9 Cleveland
er of his makir league career to des-9-4 behind a 10-hit Lot
59 53 .509 1/1 and college dormitories have mov- for the National League pennant
allilwaUkAeli
• .58 51 .532 101 Chicago
move past Joe DiMaggio into 10th attack that included • th
ed
"across
o-and
Boston
Chestnat
now
56
it's
street,
up
to
the-tinein
it 'Be64 .467 23
St. Louis
57 55 .509 13
50 66 .43l 27 came obvious 'that something had nati Reds to make-the most of the place on the all-finkeAist as the each o by Lee Thomas a
Pittsburgh
'54 54 .500 14 Los Angeles
Braves dealt the Pirates' Harvey Wagner. Chuck Cottier h
Chicago
65 .409 24 Mmnesota
30 67 .427 214 to be done about the present dump. opportunity.
_
_
Harldix his sixth defeat Joe Ad- hits rig the Sepaturs.
The college plans five dormitories
48 GS .421-28
30 81 .270 391 Washingtuno
-Philadelphia The Reds and Dodgers
cock had three hits and
Kansas City
42 74 .362 35 north of Chestnut street with one
— Monday's Results
GIVORC1
PLAN
already in use and another near most important series of the NL Aaron had two, in the Braves'
Monday's Resules
Chicago 9 Philadelphia '2
Los Angeles 5 Washington I, night comp1etion. A housing project tor season so far with a single game 11-hit attack that bruught relief
8 Pittsburgh 3. night
tonight and meet again in a dou- pitcher Tony Cluninger his third
HOLLYWOOD BPS St. butes 5 Los Angeles 0, night Minnesota 6 Kansas City 2, night married students is Also to
bleheader on Wednesday. T h e win. Dick Stuart and Roberto singer Judy Garland, 38,
area.
Only games scheduled.
Only games scheduled.
North Sixteenth street has be- Reds - who've been feuding with Clemente homered for the Pi- arated from her huslas
•
Today's Games
Loft, a spokesman for I
cestee more populated also and the the Dodgers for the lest few years rates.
Today's Games
Chicago at New York, night
firmed Monday. "They"
Banks Homers
Los Angeles at Washington, night Waldrop adcntion has several nice - can take over the lead by
Philadelphia at Chicago
Ernie Banks drove in three runs living apart for about six
homes which have been construct- sweeping the series.
Boston at Cleveland, night
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, night
The Cardinals gave the Reds an With a homer, double and single the spokesman said. "SI
ed in recent years.
o
Baltimore
at
Detroit,
twi-night
2,
tnnati at Los Angeles, night
When the new system is inau- important lift on the eve of the and Jerry Kindall knocked in' four to seek a divorce."
Kansas •City at Minnesota, night
St.. Louis at-San Francisco, night
. ttack.
gurated. trucks will pickup garbage big series when they downed tile to 'lead the nine-hit - Chi)
Wednesday's Games
and refuse front homes once each Dodgers, 5-0, Monday night and Dick Ellsworth pitched a six-haChicago at New York
• Wednesday's Games
%seek. Covered garbage cans will cut Los Angeles' lead to two ler to win his sixth game for the
Baltimore at EteZIVit
Si. Louts at San Francisco
Los Angeles at Washington. night have to be used by everyone to games. The victory ended t ice Cutsi while Frank Sullivan sufPtuladelphia at. Chicago
discourage flies and rats. Garbage Dodgers' six-game winning streak fered his 11th loss for the PhilBoston at Cleveland, night
Pittsburgh at Ml:waukee
Kansas. City at Minnesota, night will be picked up at the back ot and marked only L o s Angeles' lies. The Phillies' 17-game losing
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, 2
streak is only twtseshort of the
the lot or at some convenient fourth loss in 23 games.
— NOW SHOW,*
place. In other words the cans do
Has Sore Shoulder
modern National Lehne record.
Ernie Broglie,. a 2I-game winnot have to be placed at the street
H_armon Killebrew hit his 34th
ner in 1960 who has been strug- homer
for pickup.
of the season and Billy
Residents arc urged however to gling to reach the .500 mark this
Martin connected for -a three-run
have in- mind some convenient eeason, showed up at the LOS homer
for the Twins who handed
place nearer the street which will Angeles Coliseum with a sore
Kansas City's Jerry Walker his
not detrbet from the home appear- shoulder but when the garne was
moth defeat. Jim Kitat pitched a
ance.
over it was the Dodgers who were seven-hitter and struck
out four
Residential rates or from $1.25 "hurtin" all over." The 195-pound
— to $1.50 per month are suggested. right - hander from Berkeley,
The commercial rates will be high- Calif., turned in a five-hitter fur
4-•
er.
--his second shutent and ninth vicLast Friday an advisory com- tory of the season.
mittee met with. the program comThe game..was the only Monday
mittee to disZuss rates for com- night !churl that had „any- real
The- Murray Prep League All- single. The Murray team scored
mercial firms.
bearing on either pennant race.
Stars lost' to Clinton American two more in the sixth. Watson
Before the program is put into The Milwaukee Braves downed
Leiden-Team at Clinton im Wed- walked a nd scored on Ronnie
effect an ordinance must be pass- the Pittsburgh. pirates. 8-3, and
isesday-night. It was a heartbreak- Roberts booming triple. Roberts
ed ahleh aill contain the actual the Chicago Cubs scored a 9-2
ing defeat for the Murray squad then came home on Rayburn's
rates.
victory that stretched the Phllaas.they spotted Clinton five runs intield out. In the seventh with
The present agenda for the pro- delphia Phillies' losing streak to
walk.
Bennett
Skipper
one
out,
,no
came
and
inpings
bead
early
,in
gram
Calls
request
for
for
council
17 games in other NL games. In
to tie the count in the seventh' ed and stole second; then pinch permtssion to advertise
for bids the American League, the Minneinning. only to have Clinton score hitter Mitchell Gibbs singled solbulldozer.
for a
At the first coun.rem in the eighth tor the 'final idlythis:410-'4hr middle to score cil meeting in September, it is sota Twins beat the Kansas City
A's. 6-2, and the Los Angeles
Bennetto'Gibbs raking second on
margin of victory. 6-5.
hoped that the doges can be put Angels defeated the Washington
For Clinton it was atm* a the play at the plate. Nicky Ryan cnased, and bids for the
three Senators, 5-1.
ante-man show-. Gary Myers pit- grounded out, but Walter Black- trucks can be advertised.
• Helps Own Cause
ched shutout ball for three in- burn. another pinch hitter, conBroglio also struck the bi blow
.
a triple-The pit
getin his own cause when he sing e
two aingles, garnering three of then bore down and forced Watthe bases Idled .in the second
son and 11: Roberts to ground psi
rnron'mut -Mts.
ASTRONAUTS fEET
inning to drive in two runs. Joe
Murray seemed their first run ti)end the rally.
Cunningham drove in two runs
•000 102 200-5
in the fourth when Larry Watson Murray
with a double and a fling -e
203 000 01x_41
singled. stole second base, and
GERMANY-The SoWASHINGTON MPS
Six of Stan Musial contributed three hits
Roberts and Shoemaker; Myers,
viet's new troop commander
c.knie h.-me on 13111Y Rayburn's
Copeland (6), Davis C.') anti Wil- the seven U.S astronauts met in to the Cardinal attack.
(of 22 divisional In Fast (lerthe-natiun's capital Monday nfght
Don Drysdale, who has show
many In Marshal Ivan Konley.
son.
D'Orsey,_ the signs ofte_a_thnt
who won fame In ihreterdig
1st
ab
back the N4zi hordes in
Weatherly, cf
30 0 0 astronauts' business manager, de- season flag drive, was taued for
World War TI. Koniev was
o 1 0 1 1 clined to say what the occasion four of the Cardinals' -runs and
Blackburn. :cf..
Warsaw Pact commander.
Watson, lb
3 2 1 0 was. But he said the meeting had suffered his seventh losi against
4 1 1 1 nothing to do with the space pre,
R. Roberts, p
4 0 1- Lg. gram or government business.
Rayburn-, 3b
2 0 0
Turner, u .
Greenfieldrss
2 0 0 0
Shoemaker, c
4 0 0 u
Bennett, rf
3 1 0 0
The ownership of eornpaet cars
u
Kerliek. If
0 0
has presented many families with
2111
Gibot, If
a tough problem: how to carry a
2 d 0 0
J., Roberts,- lb
lot of vacation, gear and 'still
Ryan, 2b
2 0 ft 0
lease room inside for the family.
E - D. Roberts, Turner, Watson,
ADOLPH HITLER. a' !lie norght
One of the best answers to the Shoemaker; LOB - Murray 4;
VARSITY: ''Pepe," feature 153
Problem. say the Mercury out- 3B - R. Roberts, Blackburn
ip h r Cr bb so minutes. starts at: 1:00, 3:47, 6:37
board people, is to buy an out- Pitcher
R. Roberts
8 4 6 3 7 12 and 9:25
board motor. boat and trailer!
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Ten Years Ago Today
:

al
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constructed in that

Prep League All
Stars Fall To
Clinton 6 to 5

_
kgOpyrial!
slimly...
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$1714G.i.y WISE Pk.' -rt -41 saver has a gladsome smile for
.
s,csit
,Oen 10 el,New Yolk_ The for
• • ...lir.:
• s sot he thought Preielent Kennedy
t ot rots. ...oss u.-1 his recent speech on Berlin.

'

ALL NEKOLDTASHIONED
KENTrucK(

and

TO EAST

COMING SOON

_the Dodge&

NEED A STORAGE- •
PLAN FOR YOUR
COMPACT CAR?

liA

0

"SAY! HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR
RAMBLER?"

TIME TO
WA
SHOW!

"Gives my
6-foot frame

Yes indeed; for an °lithos:1
beat will not only make
cation twice the fan. -bur on os
trailir it will double as a luggage
carrier. Bulky things like sleeprig bags. dunel bags, tents, feld- 1
sisg--esienss --furniture
:or the B. Young. Nets
,nal ...season sue.
c(•,:ers can be stowed in :•
Oust; the cans as cockpit cover I.•- e League playris lae been Todd, Nats
cies:waled, and released by the of. Leading Pitchers • .
wiliestroseet- threfort- from 414
ficial league scorer, W. G. Cutch- IP HA
ments.
Key. A's
51 66
in.
This is n t a pipe
A tour
West of the -Cubs was the lead- Terhune. As
62 53
of pubic camping griOtsnd.t these ing hitter during the season bat- Stranak, Caicls
56 32
days shows that more 'Sn;li more ting an even .500. Pitcher Stan Fitts. Cards
51 39'
pc 'pie are doing it. Wit most Ke
59 39
1 the Athletics walked only West, Cubs items in the boat, the car's ilk!ur- te men in the 51 innings he work- Buchanan. Cubs
47 30
t‘or is. less cramped. Long (irises ed. Stranak of the Cards averaged B. Young. Nats
40 43
arc rn ,,re camfortable for ao, arid giving up only .571 hits per in- Johnson, Nets
19
,
2
46
3 3
weti much of the load being born' ning arid West of the, Cubs struck Stalls. Reds
by the trailer
: the car will ..utter 'tit 176 men per inning
Hodge. Reds
35 34
tar less wear and tear.
Cunningham, Yanks
40 38
Leadong Hitters
Jones.'Yanks .
53 48
nowever. dump. •.esy
SOO
toing Into your boat until _ _roe, West.(bs
170
ore ;hie that the trailer is up t Str
"
'""
460
.. ..
Ins ...ask.
ACTOR VISITS SON
uverload a trallerie Cunninghanio Yanks
li.htisoin,
407
ICUbE
: invite wheel and tire' tr iuble.1
396
Too 14 kat:V.- thins is to. buy a' S. Shelton, Carde
FitANKFURTi
,
Yanks
:lai:Cr rated a: a' few hundred Jq,keb.
382 ' Dean Martin and Frank ,Sinatta
en.ds capacity above the weight Housden, Reds
371 arrived here Monday night to vise
toe no 'Not only will it lao E. Y''ung• Nat
.354, it .Martin's son, Who is a US.
'
.•
Reds
.3401 Army soldier stationt•d in Wer'rm.. we, but. will Nevi: lug. .333 therm. about 71) rnstealrem Frankote eanacey te Spare. But. don', ',it": Card"g,: lies big a trailer; its bigi Key. A's
34' fort.
o:;hes '5..0;A glee the light boat
•sir•h ride
1
It is. also essential that the trailer oase.ample hull support.und
tna• laity be carefully adjust.i to
pro\ ole uniform. pressure. Dittribute load in tile boat to t toe
441-e original balance of the rag is
preserved, owl-tit • triad
the hitch
aboi:t five percent of. tIlltr-o•kl
iteigrit of "the rig.
o
Nturally.
everything mu': be
..ecure'd against beetncing.or ',raft:se Blankets or folded newspopw.11 prevent chafing of -Ian,
against
of the
melt.
,
W'n :),;king a cerripiti".
o
innobilte
dealer ore; r
SM1UNG lOSEII-Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wie, stretches
end of his Senate fight In Washhis weary self and Pinned
it 'NH
ilAhr,1 rear-aelt veto
ington to block nomination of Lawrence J. O'Connor to the
-atiorts.
better acCeler
Federal Potter lThrntil•Rion. Preomire held the floor for 32 •
tion ono 1-1 ,O!O-Ig plower stall!, toEl minutes, then lost by an 82-12 vote.
during it it iron oge enly sliooe
_

iny

We're t•.r,tt ng a 1st of the fun tight out front :.. providing
acres
vcr. c
Girl Guides to answer
your naeh.tos arid help sou locate the events and exhibits

of
/mottos and over 40
Joe want to see.

PLENTY
OF ROOM F,

FINAL STATISTICTS FOR LITTLE
LEAGUE GIVEN; WEST TOP HITTER

it..., unikIN OWNI
(101 pictured here) Ir
Popular Mechanock mai
• tone on an impartial s.
vey "I hnally bound a
(Rambler American) who
your hat
It easy to park and who
Sill! gives my to loot her
than in a
plenty of hirs room"

.318
.310

You can sit comfortably upright with
on (there's more driver headroom here
Cadilla('!). You do enjoy "big-ear feel with the
fat trimmed off." And you'll find nothing matches
Rambler savings. Ask any Rambler owner how
he likes his Rambler. Bet you he does! Then see
your Rambler dealer. Save at his Trade Parade.

cFm.

44,

WORLD'S CHAYPIONSHI? RODEO, SEPT. 8-12
WORLD'S CHAMPIONPIP HORSE SHOW, SEPT. 11-16
E1G AUTO THRILL SHOW, SEPT. 10, 13, 14
MILLION DOLLAR OLSbN MIDWAY, SEPT. 8-16
"_ft ihr;

Plus these Bi.r; ic•I'Lre attractions
• s, nl.e Pearl afiter Grand We Opry gar,g

Let, McAirtiff aid his Western band
e6rta;a'AI:try • Doe- Kpoet Theatre
sitruk4,1E, le.y/.4ty Stow • .and Estobets • 8and Concerti
Csntests • Lite;totii Judging • Acres of
'. fait Ct-eils • C'sons
,•

BARGAIT1 DAY
•

t'IND/Y. SEPT. 11
tO: SOAY, SEPT,

12

•

"

'oettrdes
10 (Ole°
• '
f a.: 041
., j.

8-10

AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICE1847
arIonutacturer'S suggested rartory delryered prep for Rerotu•or
Arnerocan Delux• 2 Door Sedan State and local t•okirs. it any. optional equipment. whitewall tires. extra.

oi

To

on

Rambler A mem an thin Tr

the Hour

at

_bowl.

11"

—
.•o

\s

•\
,

•••

sei

Door Sella rt

Ft,!NUR , TO
RAMBLER'S TRADE PARADE.
1174
Summer clearance! Save big money!
JIM
HATCHER AUTO SALES, INC. - 515 S. 12th
Street
®IIMBLER-LWORLD STANDARD OF COMPACT CAR
EXCELLENCE

•
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LEDTTER &TI1117.1 — MURRAY. RANTIICRY

kes To
ust Wii

PArr TTTP r

win his fifth game for Minna.
Ia.
Ted Bowsfield piiched a seven:
tter to raise his season record
-9-4 behind a 10-hit Los Angeltee
tack that included alto; hit,
ich.by Lee Thomas and Leo.
agner. Chuck Cower had three
ts (or the Senators.
DIVORCE

PLAN

HOLLYWOOD 4WD — Acti
tiger Jud.) Garland, 38, has
rated from her husband,
uft, a spokesman for her t,
rmed Monday. "They've bet'.
ving apart for about six months,"
te spokesman said. "She plant.
, seek a divorce."
UNII11111

,

CONGRATULATIONS

1117/
/

ea.

LINIJE•IN THEATItE

Players, Coaches, Officers Of The Murray BaseBall Association On A Good Season.

— NOW SHOWING —

kintfulatili
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OPlanon
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Time
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Thanks For Such A Fine Program.

4
I'-

61 kr.0
ME) 1 .

%fled'

Sponsored by the Murray Baseball Association
PRES. GENE CANEY

Zoutol.:41

PONY LEAGUE

PREP LEAGUE

Boys 13 - 14

Pres.: Ed Thurmond — Vice-Pres. Clyde Roberts

.7COMING SOON!

Pres.: Arlo Sprunger — Vloe-Pres.: Carney Andrusi

I

6;10 it *1

s.

VICE-PRES;1UBIE VEAL

Boys 15 - 17

Tigers

Braves

SED-TREAS. ALLEN ROSE

American Legion
Sponsors: American
Legion, Corvette Lanes

Indians

Orioles

Sponsor: Bank of Murray

Sponsor Peoples Bank

Sponsor: Hutson Chemical Co., Taylor Motors

Sponsor Blibrey's Car Sc
Home Store

Giants

Pirates

Coach

Phils

Sponsor: Murray Mfg. Co.

Pres.

Dodgers

Sponsor: Belk-Settle Co.

Sponsor: Roberts Realty

Sponsor: Murray Auto
Auction

Monday & Thurs., 6 p.m., Pony League Field

Boys 15-17

Tuesday and Friday, 6 p.m., Holland Field

Holland Field
_ Lubie Veal, Jr.
_ Eager Howe

Vice-Pros.

H. T. Danner

PARK LEAGUE
Boys 9-12

•

11 "
A WISCONSIN OWNIR
(not poctured here) told
Popular Mechanics mega
• nne in an impartial sill
viy "I Man, found a cm
(Rambler ArIttfIC311) which
lat
Is easy to park and which
Mill gives Illy 6 tool irime
plenty or irtg room -

he
bPS

4.0)

LITTLE LEAGUE
Boys 9 to 12
Pres.: J. B. Buchanan

Yanks
Reds
Nats

Cards

Sponsor: YBMC

ice
Ie.

Sponsor: Ryan Milk Co.

mt.

Sponsor: Hazel Lumber
and Dairy Queen

09-

Vice-Pres.: Lester Nanney

Yanks - Cardinals - Indians - Cubs - Dodgers
Tigers - Orioles - Pirates

Sponsor: Rotary Club

Cubs

Monday, Wednesday - 4 p.m., Park Field

Sponsor: Lions Club

Athletics
Sponsor: Clvitan Club

THIS PAGE IS SPONSORED WITH THE GOOD WISHES OF THE FOLLOWING:

Tues., Thurs., Fri., 6 p.m., Little League Park

Hendon's Service Station
Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
1961
4,
1 //c/UIC Z•DfX)
,Strata FI

Sponsors: Local 1068 UAW-C10, Carpenters Local 1734
Pres.
James Ward

Ellis Popcorn

Hazel Lumber Co.

40 Murray Wholesale Co.

Superior Laundry-Cleaners

Enix Carpet & Upholstery

Burton Young, Texaco Dist.

Steele & Allbritten

Parker Popcorn
Murray Livestock

E PARADE.

money!

S. 12t1:). Street

Buck's Body Shop

PLUMBING & ELECTRIC

AR EXCELLENCE
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TUESDAY — AUGUST 15, 1961

PERSONALS

Bullets.
..

Murray Hospital

Census — Adult
41
Mr. and Mrs. Larry .ileadon and
Census — Nursery
10
children,
Cathy,
Jim,
Barbie,
and
Adult Beds
65
the'Order guards.
Gently, of Redlands, California,
Emergency Beds
24
The firing incidents eame durPatients admitted
ing a day which had been general- are the guests of Mr. Hendon's
3
mother,
Mrs.
E. C. Jones and Mr.
Patients dismissed
ly quiet along the East-West Ber0
New Citizens
lin borders as the Communists Junes. The Hendons will also
added to their controls over East visit in Washington, D. C., before
returning home.
Patients admitted from Friday
Berlin access points.
•
• •••
8:00 a.m. to Monday IMO a m
The move followed an earlier
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Olila and
announcement that free travel beMrs. Donald
and baby
tween East and West for West Kari and Jimmy, have returned girl, 412 North Henry
8th.;
human
after
.a.
motor
_
tout
of
his•••••
Berlin vehicular trefftc bad-been
Stolen
Virtu
i
n;
fit. 3; Jimmy Dale
limited to vehicles which possess- tLitical sand scenic points in the Wilson, Rt.1;
Tuesday, August IS
Circle I of the WSCS of the
Lucy Kummer Lilly,
state of Kentucky.
The- Ruth. Sunday School Class First Methodist Church will meet
special
permits.
ed
500
So.
16th.; Mrs. Gene Nelson
Miss Judy Shoemakosr, bride• is • •
The order by the East German
of the First Bainat istineon
IL at She home of Mrs. Luther Ro- elect of Lawrence M. McGuire of
Bailey and baby girl, 11123 CalMrs. S. P. Regan and daughter,
Interior Ministry was put into ef_trient at Ross' Restaurant at Gold- bertson with Mrs. W. D. Hamrick
loway; Mrs. Charles Adams and
Santa Ana, California, was the
fect just after midnight. It banned Mary Elizabeth, have returned to baby boy, Rt.
en Pond at 6.p.m. Group VI, Mrs. as cohostess at 2:30 p.m. Mrs.
honoree at a Coke party held at
2, Puryear, Tenn.;
entry to all but a few vehicles their home in Columbia, Miss., Mrs. Joe
'Fred Workman. captain, is in J. T. Sammons is program leader.
the home of Mrs. Owen BillingRichardson, 109 W. 14th.,
as Communist troops squeezed the after a week's visit with Mrs. Benton;
• •••
charge-of the arrangements.
Mrs. Oliver Stubblefield,
ton 509 North 7th Street, on
• • ••
17 million residents of East Ger- Regan's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rt. 5;
Circle II of the WSCS of the Saturday afternoon at two-thi
Master Brown Crouch, 104
rty many into a pocket of almost Charles Mercer.
Murray Assennbly No, 19 Order First Methodist Church will meet o'clock with
So. 12th.; Mrs. Jim V. Hale and
Mrs. A. B. Crass and total isolation from
.555
the West.
of Rainbow for Girls will-hold its at the home of Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs. Dan
baby girl, 4842 Greenleaf, Skokie,
Shipley as hostesses.
Lt.
Commander
Hinder
News
'S.
G.
Hale
Covaraos
and Illinois; Eddie
regular meeting at the Masonic 1604 Miller, at 2.30 p.m.
Euln McDougall,
children,
Diane,
The
Communist
David,
i • 4 •
regime acted
Van, and 505 Beale
Hall at 7 p.m.
The honoree wore for the ocSt.; Mrs. Ellen Dixon,
•• •
' The Brooks Cross Circle of the casion a lovely green and black to hinder news eoverage of their Johnny, of Memphis, Tenn., were Rt. 3, Paducah; Garrett Beshear,
The Woman's Missionary So- First Methodist Church will meet figured sundress. Her mother, Mrs. repressions behind the Iron Cur- the weekend guests of Lt. Hales College Stn.; Mrs.
Robert Smith,
__ .gietx of the First Banuat Church in:the home of Mrs. Don Hunter Darrell . Shoemaker, was attired tain and to prevent West Germano parents, Mr, and Mrs. Vermin 203 North 17th.;
Mrs. Edward
will hole-ifs general meeting"t at seven-thirty o'clock.
in a tan sheath dress. They were from smuggling East Germans Hare. Van`remained with her Jones and baby
girl, Benton;
• 4 W •
the church at 7 pan. with the
each presented a corsage of pink across the border in their cars. grandparents for the week and Carlie Darnall,
Benton; T. Rafe
Monday
Diane
West
German
had
Postal
spent
the
Ruby Nell ,Hardy Circle presentcarnations
previous
b
hostesses.
ythe
.'
Monday, August 21
Minister Richard Stuecklen said week here in Murray. Lt. Hale is Jones, 1308 Poplar; Lewis Joseph
• ing the program on "For Millions \ The Friendship Sunday School
Miss
in
Shoemaker
Bonn that all telegram, tele- stationed at the Naval Air Sta- Andrews, Rt. 3; Dennis Ray Minwas
presented
Wait." ,
Class of the First Baptist Church,
ter, Rt. 1, Symsonia; Willie F.
phone,
teletype and package serv- tion at Memphis.
with
silver
a
tray
• • si •
as
a
wedding
Mr\E. C. Jones, teacher, will
Futrell, Model, Tenn.; Kenneth
•
•
ice
gift
•
between
East
from
•
and
Mrs.
Crass
West
Mrs.
and
GerWednesday,- August tens
hav a family picnic at the elii
Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy or Horn, 1713 Calloway; Caronsflorn.
The Woman's Missionary Soc- Park et 6:34) p.m. Meat, drink, and Shipley. Mrs. Wallace Ksy receiv- many had been cut "dead" but
1713 Calloway.
German
officials
West
ed
prize
the
for
today
said
her
Coke
bottle
Murray
and Mrs. Ted Howard and
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist bread .will be furnished. Please
sons, Ted Allen and Jerry, of Patients dismissed from Friday
Churel.will hold its regular meet- contact your group captain if having the name of a town the this was a false impression.
8:00 a.m. to Monday 5:00 a.m.
They said mail and telegrans Franklin will leave
fartheast distance frmo Murray.
ing at the church at 2 p.m. The planning to attend.
Thursday for •
still were moving although sub- Columbia, S.C., to
•...••
Sunbeams a nd Girls Auxiliary
attend
Gregory Ferguson, New Conthe
wed-Refreshments
of open-faced ject to considerable delays. East ding
of -their son, Bub Foy to cord; Mrs. Harry Allison, 801 Sun'son' participate in the program.
, Wednesday. August 23
sandwiches,
cookies,
nuts,
mints,
long
German
istance
operators Miss- Shirley Hallman
•• • • oh Satur- ny Lane; Mrs. Eurie Smith, New
The Lacilea Day uncheon will and cokes were served buffet style refused calls
from West Germany day. Miss June
Foy who is the Concord; Miss Zana Bailey, RL 1;
be served at noon at the Calloway from the beautifully appo.nted Monday but
the officials said this dietitian at the
4-H Club Camp Mrs. Zelda Cunningham, Rt. 1,
County Country Club with Mrs. dining table overlaid whit a white apparently y•as the result of over- at Dawson
Springs will go oy Dexter; Jesse Mathis, Rt. 1, Almo;
JOhn Pasco as chairman of the linen cutv,•ork cloth and centered loaded lines.
inane
from
Outlaw Field at Fort Mrs. Max Oliver, Rt. 2, Kirksey;
hostesses' committee. For bridge with an arrangement of white
Block Free Movement
Campbell late Friday.
Master Donald Freudenthal, Rt.
reservations call_ Mrs. Don Ito- roses, white grapes, and snapSince, early Sunday morning
Mr.
and Mrs. Jamea Howard 1,..Benton; Mrs. Sarah Ella Put'1Wilson.
dragons in a silver bowl flanked East Germans -o except for a favnIcKinney and Mr. ind Mrs. nam, Hardin; James D. Nesbitt,
by white candles in silver holders. ored few on official business —
Charles ‘Cerrignhatle turned home So. 13th.; Mrs. Berlene Loyins,
A bouquet of double, touch-me- have been stopped by the Comafter a
the Great New Concord; tors. Rainey Elkins,
nots adorned the piano.
munists friim entering West BerSmoky
xvilk, and Falrlane Drivd; Albert Williams,
lin. The action considerably reChattano
Those present were Mesdames duced the flow of
New Concord; Robert McKinney,
reugees from
•
•'
f'_
Once Wilson. Preston Jorres. Wal- East to West, ,but did
stop
not
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch lace Key. Maurice Crass, Sr.,
i
%
.
entertained at their. home in Lynn I Maurice Crass, Jr., Frank Hot- it completely.
Western
officials
it
said
ap' Grove on Friday evening with
a comb, TyAlexander. Henry
aridTumm
peared the Communists intended
' barbecue hamburger supper'
Warren. Gene Parker,' Brent Me- to tear up all agreements on
Bera arnelon
ter
feast served on the Nutt, Bobby Fain, Wayne
Wilson, lin and East-West German coopl lawn.
F. C. Shoemaker. J. B. Hurt. Owen eration.
ifFilliam D. Lee.
! Those present were Mr. and Billington. and Darrell ShoemakAlthough they continued to per- Jr. -and children, Doug,
1 Mrs. Ralph Crouch and daughters, er; Misses Mary Frank Holcomb,
Renee.
I
mit West Berliners with proper and Kim, who left last
With An
week to
nivn
i Penn, Eddie. Ron and Willis, of a
rLinda
RifWilson
identlf
_
and
icatinn..
..truss
la
East-.
into
rnalstibeonite
rne
-in' Las -Ci•j•.C.
,, NM--Mr- aud Mis.
Writtantsburg,
-—
Fleetwood Crouch. Mr. and Mrs. lingtun; the honoree: and the hail- Berlin on foot, It was posehle Va., where he will teach industrial
even
this
would
be
stopped
next.
arts,
were
complimented with a
Luther Parker, and the hosts.
tosses.
American troops stationed in hamburger supper at the
home of
West Berlin, uncowed by the ring Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson.
of .Comniunist sold:era. police and
The hostesses for the supper
militiatnen around the city, en- held Monday evening,
• 1 lei 5 years
to pay
August 7,
gaged in war games tho morning were the members of
the Golden
only 20 yards from the border.
Circle Sunday School. Mrs. Lee
• Interest at 5%
Inbout 2(X) C. S. soldiers end has been Mt rilithfill
teacher of
tanks went through routine exer- the ladies' class
for the past year.
cises designed to keep them alert
• No payment until 30
Those present were Mrs. Wilagainst any p ssiblc Communist liam D. Lee,
Sr., of Gallman.
move against the Western sector Miss., Mr. and Mrs.
days after Job is
Lee and childof the city.
ren, Mrs. Charles Outland and
Military Not Affected
completed.
children, Mike and Mary Beth,
In their order banning traffic, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Alexander
ANOTHIM TEST — 471P4rIs
the • Communists did not include and
children. Mike and Gay, Mrs.
James B. Parsons, 49, faces
Western mintary vehicles and they Dan Shipley,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenthe camera with wife Amy
were free to crass the border of neth
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Martn Chicago after being named
divided Berlin as before
shall Stallons and children, Marand get your efficient
a U.S. District Court judge
The green-uniformed East Ger- sha and
Rayetta, Mr. and Mrs.
by President Kennedy. Junes
people's
man
police,
called
Vopos.
g a s heating installed
Holmes Ellis, Jr.. and children,
Persona is the first Negro
were stung bs• the insults shouted Lesa
Gaye and Kelli Lynn, Mr
it ever to win such • post,.
for the coming winter.
at them Monday by crowds of and
Mrs. Larry Hawes and childangry West Berliners. Then shoutren. Allison and Caroline. Mr.
YUl It I A\ ittITE•
ed warnings through Inudspeakers
and Mrs. Will D. Thornton and
for the West Berliners to keep
GAS HEAT MERCHANT
children-. Sherry, Becky. and De100 yard bock from the border
cann, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and
line or they would take -counter
daughter. Pc.m:y Ann
meaSUMS"
-West' Berlin *police trying to
prevent an open border clash kept
the West Berliners back at sensitise pornts. They pulled back one
ml IM0MPW1N MOSCOW—The processes through vsnoh
group that threw firecrackers at
* ENDS TONITE *
a newspicture can go before you see it in the paper are
Illustrated by this photo of Soviet Premier Nikita KhrushRed Guards.
COLOR
chess embracing space orbiter GberMart Titov In Moscow.
In another incident. an East.
with CANT1NFLAS
The photo was made from a televiaton screen in London,
German policemen fired a warnDEBBIE REYNOLDS
then radioed to the C.a., then transmitted over the U.S. by
.na shot at a West German policePhone Pt. 3-90428
fansunile, then made tato a matrix, then made Into the cast j
man who stepped three feet inwhich goes into the printing prem. •
side East Berlin.
West Berliners could see some
of the tens of thousands in Communist troops patrolling the border and the Streets of Inset Berlin. and angrily demanded the
West take counter-action. But no
one was sure just what action.
I.
The steady buildup hi Red forces
turned the 154 square miles of
East Berlin literally into an Annerl,camp.
. Tanks Move Up
' The Vopos moved 20 Russianhuilt. T24 tanks in the Mars Enzrls Square. 15 others into Leipinter Street and 12 more into pnsalons behind the -Brandenburg
Gate.
(Continued from Pagel)
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Rt. 1, Dexter; Master James Hallman, Rt. 4, Benton; Baby girl
Elkins, Rt. 4; Mrs. Marvin Billington, Rt. 1; Willie Vinson, Ht.
1, Hazel; Connie Bruce, Rt. 1,
Lynnville; Mrs. Linda Stubblefield, Rt. 5; Jimmy D. Wilson, Rt.
1; Guy Feezor, Rt. 2, Kiricsey;
Master Brown Crouch, 104 South
12th.; Mrs. Ethel Blalock, Rt. 3;
Garrett Beshear, College Station;

Judy Shoemaker Is
Complimented With
Party On SatUrday-

FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING
CORVETTE
BOWLING CENTEI
— AT --

Phone now for reservations—Phone PL 3-2202
Come In And Sign Up:

auctuaT
3 GAMES FOR $1.00 - Mon. thru Fri
FEATURING FOR MONTH OF
Day or Night

You Are Cordially Invited
TO VISIT

Rogers' Gulf Service

Cloud: Home Scene
Of Supper Friday
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MEETS WITH PRES
WASHINGTON (in —
dent Kennedy will hold
conference at 10 am.,
Thursday instead of Wed
as usual.

BOWL!

.555

GAS

Mrs. Jerry Bratoner, Rt.
Billie Williams and bab
Rt. 2; Miss Nesby Walke
Home.

Ith & Sycamore

kens Mama 3-91111

_Our intention is to take good care of the old ens

touters, as well as to solicit new ones. Our molt
is:

-Reasonable Prices-Courteous-Service

FIR TITLE I LOAN

You owe It to your car to try a

lank

of that

GOOD GULF CREST

halm approximately 2$ Years eaPerienc• as Aunworai.1
mechanic and Service Station Work.
I

am pleased to announce that W. T. "Torn- Stanley wit

continue

with rne. For the benefit of those who do no

know me. I am the

son-in-law of Rey. J. C. Outland.

CALL TODAY

MURRAY NATURAL

"PEPE" -

/2 PRICE SALE
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VVED. & THURS.

isf

eiTHC

Sprini.4 and Summer'

SHOES
FOUR BIG TABLES
1.99 '2.99 '3.99 '4.99
VALUES $.110 $13.99

ADAM'S
SHOE STORE
Murray, Kentucky

Street

Phone PL 3-2414

Featuring the Famous Brand We Arc Noted For!
40.

• HERE!

FINAL CLEARANCE

106 S. 5th

Effective August 15, 1961

A
11

GAS SYSTEM
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Owner - W. H. ROGERS - Operator
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Allied
spokesmen
crinfirmed
"there have been Soviet troop
movetments" up to the toss obviously as reinforeemento hould
trouble break out that. the East
i German troops could not handle.

I

t The spokesmen declined in say
how many troops were involved.
hut West Berlin Intelligence forces
said Sunday that two mechanized
divisions have been moved op.
West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer Mnnday night raised the possibility that the West
would vise its most effective weep-ne—short of Warnomainst the
' immunisti: economic sanctions.
an election rally at Rexenero the chancellor said a full
,,a1-2'n by all NATo coaMries
! is being considered. This woUld
s ovniisly hurt the East German
, -imp since its economy already
ss been crippled by the exodus
I nearly niur million refsnces in
se la,t 15
In

yem,,

t

IM WEAR - All Heer-,ories to swim Wear
SLIM JIMS
PEDAL PUSIIERS
JAMAICAS
SKIRTS
BLOUSES
.
DRESSES

a.

o
MEIN

hi Fact This Sale Includes All Our
SUAI NIER WEAR at
One Table Give-A-Ways Reduced As Marked!

KAMPF

I/2 Price

rut TFItlidrY1er0 rIrtalt
fretle'r O MITLIIIV'S REICH,

ALL AUTHFNTIC FILMS
FROM SFCPET NAZI
ARCHIVES
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I11
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Jerry Brawner, Rt. 4; Mrs.
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Service
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try a
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LEJLIER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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FOR SALE

Rev. J. C. Outland.
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N. T. "Tom - Stanley

hand tools, garden tools, and items
too numerous to mention. Starts
at 11 o'clock sharp, lunch serve
d
on grounds.
al7c

_
.
SAT U RDA Y, 11:00
A.M., August
Iii, l*ol. Owner
, hl, _1/....banih
;
Auctioneer, Joe Pat Lamb
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E
misc. LocatIf you'
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ed at the M. V.
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or
Smith Farm,
4
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Fiat's, locate
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1 mile North ut
al5p
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a route to
REWARD FOR INFORMAT
of cartst, or
ION
, be established in and aroun
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on circumstances or identity
ray, and, are willing-tont
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your oboe needs Tiee -the Facfbry lure? --Mutual of• Omaha -has--im for working motheinnerlencrt, 44.r_.1 nule- sentit-of -Neer 1..-Zaltdrd,deliveries, etc., write to
ruins responsible for disapp
&y. 4 Mlle N. of I3uch
Studio
opening for one representative in have baby bed and
ear- Returned Shoe Store.
anan, ienn.
highchair if
25 per ceht
G i r 1 Cosmetics, Dept.
,ance. from my home of two pet
JYD-16,
off on all shoes. These shoes are Calloway County. Our new repre- needed. See Mrs. Flavil Robertson 1 tun Ion boo, dual wheel Dodge
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Califo
rnia. Route will
antes, new tires,
sentstive's income is deriven from or phone PL 3-4862
nationally advertised brands.
Foci:met curios
.
alfic
200
three feet on Monday night, Augpay up to $5.00 per hour.
with stucx racks, I ton
We-commission plus $50.per_week
East Main Strpet, Murray, Ky.
Ford panei
lie
7, and (Inc black female cocker
trues, 4 speea transmission
bonus. Our representatives and
, new
WILL DO NURSING WORK. Call
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LEGA
L
NOTICE
tires, runs good, V-S.
their families are covered under
itlui
'urcl
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al6c Lusaionine seuan
company group insurance. Our ea, V-43, clean, runs Pursuant to the Communicat
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gouu, goon tires. Nit.: Allis
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pany
,
retire
is
good cunaition with
ment plan. Our saleshereby given that Charles
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ShutY
kaaltiVaiur. Mailure spread
men make no financial contribuer, ruo- felt and C. H. Hulse Jr., a general
Uta sres, grouna arive.
tion toward their own retirement.
Lasy k low, Partnership d/b as Service BroadWEEK.LY BASIS, Daytona Beach S Luot, good contusion,
If you are interested and betwe
wan seen- casting Company, filed, on June 8,
en
Florid
a. Two bed-room furnished ceaLlactlinein., h lout
the ages 25 and 45, married,
international 1941, an application with the Fedand
home.
One half block from ocean otsc, drag type. Lase plow,
own a ear, please contact
Smith
trailer eral Communications Commission
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5
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DUPLEX apartsales
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experience necessary.
al8c ment near college. One year lease. garatai tractor, witn rutoUlier,
CARD OF THANKS
Adults only, no pets. 1324 Main, mower, aild grader blade
attachTo the scores of individuals
ment. Chain saw, brand
call PLaza 3-3971.
and
al5p
new, 5j to the
various organizations who
h.p., 24" cutter bar, never
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so
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l'aole•saw, 8 inch, tilt and
arbor our assistance
during the, sickness
FOR SALE BY OWNER! TWO
with '!'i ...p. motor, like
new. 4" and death
of
our loved one, Mrs.
ADDING MACHINES
bedroom house with attached garplaner. and jointer,- like
new. Eunice Neil
Tess, we humbly and
age-on North 18th St. 755/22
AND TYPEWRITERS
OFFICE SUPPLIES
5' lot. MOTEL MANAGEMENT - MEN Shaper. Sander. Two heavy duty,
gratef
ully
say: Thank you and
WS, transferable G.I. loan.
Price women and couples to train for twu wheel trailers, 2 tun capacity.
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1916 $7,500
God bless you.
. Call PL 3-4933.
al5p motel managemen. and operation. 1 running' gear for small two
We thank almighty God
for perwheel utility trailer. Boat,
•
Only matured will t..e consid
small mitting, us lb104.dger & Times
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live among people
fishing. Outouard motor, 5
Age *were 25. Write - Nation
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BRICK HOME, VETERAN
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Air
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such as you.
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month. Non-veteran $51K1.00 down Motel Training, inc., Box 32-A, compressor, small farm type. Paint
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DRUG STORES
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
gun a is d hoses. Electric
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l discount for
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charger. Cutting and weldi
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„
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r
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about
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Heath, as lovely a position as Hon
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aninieur detettvie had
on, and felt almost Iresn.het*. p•04••
of exciting adieu. there was in all London. and diate relief.
But the itch had .
tures for
Hon. Richard Rout- a place where
only the wealthy not completely
...e. Lund.n rims-about-town known
gone when Jolly
aa -tic Toff." The reputation he lived.
came
into
the
big room again.
had admi...1 ha& attracted extra.
Ile wondered if the police
ordinary hint., the tao.st of wh..rn
"Is there anything else, sir?"
es lovely A.:nth& Cell. IV years Hui- had broke
n the news of Vaneess
"Yes, please," Rolliaon sail
pawnor.
AralLa genie to Collnion. an old murder to Griselda_Vance; or thoughtfully. "Try to find out
winuaintame of het fathers
whether the identity of the dead If Mr. Adam Bell has
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cause she was apprehensive .about
man'was still unknown.
his Shropshire home or wheththe latter a disappreian-e after
en.
at New Y.. k
He'd soon find out.
Lain..
er he returned from the Slates
11.we.cr, Agatha did th,t
Now, he went to the tsle- by sea. If you learn
Mr (-ere about tiro father. Adam
anything
1'.•11 until Rollison look her boat. phone, spent five minutes
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"Very
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Termi
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sir," Jolly raid,
nal at
ne which he arotleei they vrer.
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Victoria; another five with Lon- and turned, to bow
notertl) Thro mutat at
slightly
Phil. nook beside the rives. Ir l•
don Airport. There was no of- from the waist as
broken by a f.dtrful cry that ROCI
Agatha came
am followed to its •ource 01/h. lb ial record of Adam Etell's ln
Agatha. They found a murdered return
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• • •
r.3n
Identified
immediately
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.!
nt a false name.
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Pahl Vance. an IIP•MISIP. .4 Awoke
And a false passport?
father in the manufacture of -Selnine, ten minutes before
Next, Rollison took she pieces
ect Woo n''
n C.
Superintendent °rice of the
After police had been called. Rol- of the photo
graph
from
his wal- Yard was due to call
!nom tm.lt Agetha 'halt (II ilia
or to teleapartment lie ha. ronslin for he let, and called for Jolly.
phone, ftollison left hit flat
•
puzzlement. red spots that hate apin
"Yes, sir?"
penred on h. r
a warner that was almost aure nfti, 'die used
"We want to test these
-tither Queen- face Powder....
for rep tstains.
fingerprints," Rollison a a d,
He went towards Piccadilly.
-and then place them together.
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It was still daylight, but
the
-nil) YOU fill your compact and (tad out whose picture we
day's brightness had gone. It
from a new bog of pow- have."
was much cooler, too, and he
"Very good, sir," Jolly said,
d••r this rive-anis!" nonagon
was glad of the serge Jacket
as if that were a most norma
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nail lest.
"Ye. how on earth did you
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know?"
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"Before you powdered your Fuller
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"after you'd poWdered it, much with
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and
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half pieces
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a
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Heath View?! He knew Meath • Rollison went into the bath- planne
d to put in.
• View as a road bordering the, room, dal•bed a spit
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ADOLPH HITLER, at the height of his power
, reviews his•blackclad storm •troopers in a scene from "Mein
Kampf," new Colurribia release, based on authentic, secret
Nazi film footage. Every
foot of film It real. See it Wednesday or
Thursday at the cool
Varsity.
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HIJACKER -This Is Albert
Charles Cation, 27, the Parisborn globetrotter who held a
gun on the Pan American
Air Linea crew error Igwalow.City and forced a flight to
Havana. He said he didn't
like the way the U.S. was
handling the Algeria prob,9wa, and this was his protest
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NANOY
by Ernie BushmIllar
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ARMEN
THASS NICE!!H AIN'T BIN MI IcH JOY
IN MAH SD LI'L LIFE,
SINCE DAISY MAE
LEFT ME.!!

by Al Napo

II PAIS`,MAE'S 13.EL.uvviD

NOT
LI'LSHIRT AND SKIRT!! WNAR
SHE MUS'BE COLD
SHE
WIFOUT'EM!!
is!!

"lerw.

FOUND'EM ON 11-1'
EDGE O'GUICIDE.
CLIFF
HAVE A
PLEASANT EVENIN.
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ARMIN AN' SLATS
by Rnsburn Van Immo
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Showing Of Fall And Winter School Wear
For The High School And College Miss

A

OUR FASHION MODELS

Conic as you tire and view the cry latest in Sportswear and Dresses, Mix and Match Sweater and Skirt
Sets, in fact your entire wardrobe for the sehool
year!

will be pleased to model the selection of
your choice.

For Mull School
Jennifer George
Sandra Costello
Ann Beale Russell
Judy Suiter

Each Day This Week

Leah Caldwell
Jan Jones
Patsy Sears
Sheryl Williams

Except Thursday

FROM 2:00 PM TO 5:00 PM

Pam Garland

Modclino For College
Carole Outland

Have A Coke

Sammye Wilkerson

while you are looking over our vast
selection of school wear.

4r.

Or, just sit and relax while our lovely
fashion models display the latest in
Sportswear, Dresses or Formals.

YOU'LL BE JUST 'CARRIED AWAY'
by our date time collection of
. Matching Sets-of-Skirts:
Blouses. Sweaters, Slims and
Bermudas.
It's an entire wardrobe - all rolled
into one fabulous set!

FREE DO-OR PRIZES —

Shades of the 20'sl The cardigan, dozens of rows of
little loop fringing knit in horizontal color stripes,
bound in solid color. Multi-red' or multi-gold pure
wool. Sizes 34 to 40.'
Dashingly chic over a
smooth sheath skirt of pure wool in matLhing brick
red or gold. Sizes 5 to 15.

WHAT A COLIECTION TO CHOOSE FROM

AL.

S.

Something for Every Occasion!
SCHOOL DRESSES by
M. MORT
MAMSELLE
JONATHAN LOGAN
and other outstanding names
SPORTSWEAR featured by
PETTI
THERMO-JAC
BRADLEY
LOFT!ES
,
CATALINA
HADLEY CASHMERES

•

ONLY THERMOOK HAS THEM
And Ile ;10fee Thermo-Jac

•••••••••

Hot Dogs,- ()Lid
%. itlAthe Grey Flannel
Coat - Bkliait - Lively Ivy Stovepipe Shirt - Turtle Convertible - Kick Off Coat
— Double P
t

I

Watch For chir

COTMTIMSET•PRESCRIBES blatk:
'white and red -AP.
!plaid for your indtkilli.
;able fall...here
tshown,two skirts.saft
ly
'pleated or slim..• CP-1
worn with matching "
Ahirt, plain or
1,
,p4oatcd.
Sims 3-11

Pog Party!
SWEATER
S M L.

The
CHERRY'S
"STORE OF YOUTH AND FASHION"

!
I
C
SL41
:

means sweaters and shirts match

separ3tes

Orion' Acrylic
F.asy way to sagemlile a striking and colorful wardrobe for moat any neesaiort,
s. hool, Shopping, Office or Leisure time. Transitional group of dark fall colors in
summer cotton..
• All items are "Color Lorke4" for perfect matching and interchanging. Fashioned
of Mooressille wash and wear, 100% combed cotton with slain repellant Scotchguard finish.
In showy Cinnamon, Burgundy, Nile. The skirts 7-17, 8-18. Blouses 28.38.
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